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RACE OF CHAMPIONS SCORING 
 

GENERAL. 

 

All sheets are protected to avoid misuse but no passwords are used so if you know what you are 

doing then you may make adjustments. 

 

 

STARTING 

 

You have two choices as to how to enter the competitors’ details into the software. 

 

1 Use the ENTRY SHEET where you may find it convenient to enter them in any order, 

allocate Racing Numbers and then use the ‘button’ to sort into Racing No. order and then 

transfer to the FLEET & TOTAL % sheet with the other ‘button’. 

 

2 Type the competitors’ details directly into the FLEET & TOTAL % sheet but they must 

be in Racing No. order. 

 

Now enter the event title in the green space above the Combined Results table. 

 

 

MATCH RACING. 
 

Select the appropriate sheet for the number of boats that you have in the event. 

You may find it convenient to hide the unused sheets by first selecting them one at a time, clicking 

on the Format menu, then Sheet then Hide 

Sail No.s are automatically added to match the Racing No.s 

As pairs sail enter their points into the yellow cells. 

The scores are automatically added to the table on the right and percentages calculated. 

Once all match racing is complete use the SORT RESULTS button to sort to Position order. 

File/Print preview shows the results of the match racing which may then be printed in the normal 

way. 

 

Use the TRANSFER RESULTS button to transfer the result to the FLEET & TOTAL % sheet where 

they will appear on the left with their SAIL No.s and in the Combined Results table on the right. 

 

FLEET RACING. 

 

Use the usual HMS Scoring 2013 software to handle the fleet racing scores. 

When completed copy the Sail No.s and scores into the table provided on the FLEET & TOTAL % 

sheet and add the number of races and number of discards into the cells provided. 

Percentage values will be calculated, and Racing No.s added to that table and the results copied into 

the Combined Results table where the overall percentage values will be calculated. 

Click on the SORT FINAL RESULTS button to display them in Position order. 

Print in the usual way. 


